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Questions about Caravel screens personalization
Question 1. Is it possible to change to HTML form like Radio Buttom or Pull-Down?
If Yes, how do you describe in Screen Definition File(XML)?
We would like to change some functionality which are used very frequent.
The converted application by means of Caravel tools has separated the logic from the interface structure.
So it is possible to personalize the interfaces without affect the converted program. It is consequently possible
to include graphic standard components like: Buttons, Radio Buttons, Pull Downs, etc.
The converted program, manages the interchange of data with the user by means of a JSP. This JSP is in charge
of representing the information to the user.
Personalization of screens can be made by groups or one by one. Using a shared JSP which will be used by a
group of screens or using an individualized JSP for every screen.
During the conversion a CSS is generated by default for every JSP. It can be also modified any time.
Furthermore, the Caravel architecture allows the converted application to be used on REST services architecture. In this case it is possible to use a HTML+Css+Javascript+AngularJs thin client acceding by means of REST
services to the converted application.

Question 2. This question is related to No.1, is there any functionality which is not available to use? We would like to know about a restriction, when we develop a new screen
with the same architecture as yours.
There is not any restriction in the personalization of screens. The only limitations come from the way programs
use the screen data.
As an example: a converted program may take in consideration cursor position or the function key that has
been already pressed, so the personalization must take account of this behavior and respect it.
In Caravel conversion there is a default implementation to manage these situations.
Additionally it is necessary to consider the navigation logic from screen to screen. According this behavior, the
personalization of the screen can be more or less flexible.

Question 3. In terms of Screen Definition File (XML), you are assigning column position
with lin attribute and pos attribute.
Is it possible to display on screen more than 24 X 80? Is there any restriction about Line
and Digit?
We are now dividing a screen into multiple screens because of a huge number of columns.
However, we would like to integrate them to one screen in future.
As mentioned in point 1, there are different levels of personalization of screens. From low impact personalization (as example, only modify the CSS) to high impact ones that could require some modifications in the logic.
We include some images to illustrate these differences.
It is always possible to unify several screens in one single screen and modify the size of the screen. In both cases the logic of the application must be revised to assure the functionality keeps unchanged.
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Question 4. Is JavaScript available?
If Yes, how do you define it in Screen Definition File(XML)? We would like to add new
functionallity - for example, check a value when TAB shifted.
In addition, we would like to develop a new screen with the same architecture as yours by
using screen component which used Java Script such as jQuery.
Yes, JavaScript is available.
It is possible to use JavaScript and frameworks like jQuery. This can be done in both cases when using JSP or
when the application uses HTML+JavaScript.
In the standard implementation of Caravel are used JavaScript and jQuery by default.

Question 5. Is CSS available?
If yes, how do you define it? - How to define CSS file, and class attribute of each Tag as
well.
When we develop new screen in future, we would like to integrate CSS design.
Yes. CCS can be used in a 100% standard way. Every JSP or HTML can include the desired CSS.
In the standard implementation of Caravel screens are included CSS by default.
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IMAGES
Original screen A

Low impact modification of screen A
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Original screen B

High impact modification of screen B
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Original screen C

High impact modification of screen C
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Original screen D

High impact modification of screen D
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